
18059: "a bit of a turbulent month with quite some wind from the beginning doing 

quidong outside the university and then experiencing light changes biking alone 

outside of södertälje to finally get quite some wind with the changing of the 

weather  and  the  wind  bringing  even  snow  and  followed  by  relatively  low  wind 

spending much time inside coding my video-game but at last experiencing allot of 

wind walking through Amsterdam and seeing cardboards flying around but finally 

experiencing quite little wind back in sweden"

16063: "very nice beginning of the month with warm sun followed by still allot of 

sun but temperatures going below zero at night followed by again a few days of 

very warm but cloudy weather cut down but a sudden cold temperature which even 

brought snow and then at last going to the netherlands for a conference and 

feeling warmer there but then experiencing much rainy days till at last going back 

to sweden again and find at least dryer weather but still cold till at last find a 

warm spring again"

05062: "a quite decent amount of walking this month initially biking and hiking in 

a natural reserve in södertälje and then going to the west coast of sweden for a 

course and doing small hiking there with jacek reaching a beautiful lakein 

alingsås and joining a conference in amsterdam thereafter having to walk quite a 

long way from the station to the zoo but really enjoying it also doing little 

walking in utrecht  but particularly taking a major walk from my university having 

forgotten my card to train in the gym and really feeling i needed to move after 

much video game making i managed to finally reach a small mountain and return 

along the tullinge lake but also walking a bit through stockholm going to an 

opening to meet mikael and the rest of the swedish artists gang"

15052: "rather clean month with a bit of bad air inhaled biking but also inhaling 

some bad air going to the supermarket with all the trucks parked on the way and 

mostly keeping home and thus not being really exposed to bad air until i went to 

amsterdam for a conference and experiencing some traffic but overall allot of 

fresh wind taking all the pollution away till at last being back in stockholm and 

breathing bad air walking to a gallery opening and then again flying back to the 

netherlands  and  getting  stuck  in a traffic jam on  the  way  to a wedding but 

nonetheless staying in utrecht with very clean air there in the city center"

02123:  "a  month  proliferating  with  dreams  despite  working  hard  which  on  my 

virtual world which in fact opened up my brain with allot of visions bringing many 

dreams  despite  later  being  affected  again  by  the  university  environment  and 

another professor who did not want to pas an article i wrote and later still being 

very affected in my dreams of the virtual world i am programming and also by a 

clip i saw on the fighting in ukraine and even dreaming after flying back and 

forth to the netherlnads being also quite inspired by some conversations i had a t 

a conference there about lucid dreams and now paying attention to have all parts 

of my brain open before going to bed trying to keep it flowing"



12084: "news read rather regularly on the internet finding allot of casualties 

now in ukraine with the pro-russians attempting to split the country but also many 

dead in nigeria and a very dramatic accident in turkey where a mine collapse 

killed hundreds as it killed also hundreds in india with a landslide and quite 

many also in the troubled north west of china that also wants its independence"

10060: "new acquaintances met now still living my life as a bachelor and going 

with my colombian student ivan to a performance festival where i met a crazy body 

artist from the north doing dangerous stuff with broken glass as well as a turkish 

student who was a bit obsessive but also meeting two great theater actors from 

montenegro that has facilitated a very nice workshop on improvisation and a german 

girl studying to be a curator with whom i tried to collaborate but never managed 

and finally people from an art fair for nonprofit galleries like a polish guy and a 

very nice austrian woman curating artists from morocco and quite a shy gallery 

assistant from south africa"

04052:  "an  overall  emotionally  nice  month  feeling  good  about  working  on  my 

virtual  world  and  then  going  to  the  quantified  self  conference  in  amsterdam 

gaining some honors although feeling also a bit stressed and getting angry with 

myrthe because she booked a trip with hanneke for the summer without telling me 

but then pacifying back together and only feeling a bit down about the weather but 

really getting back to feeling good with the nice almost summer weather feeling 

just melancholic about not being able to see august after he went with his mom to 

turkey for holidays"

01125: "a pretty active month with a lot of work put from the beginning on my 

virtual  world  thus  working  allot  with  computers  also  in  preparation  for  a 

conference in amsterdam with allot of traveling by airplane and train as well as by 

car going to a wedding with myrthe and not really doing much activities but 

allot of photographing of new acquaintances to later come back in sweden and work 

really hard also setting up a door in the little guest room to maybe host an 

exchange student after the summer and also building a shelf over the door but 

falling  and  hurting  myself  and  taking  it  easy  from  then  doing  very  little 

activities during myrthe's visit at the end of the month but allot of filming and 

photographing objects with a new camera after the old one had a malfunctioning 

button making at bit frustrating to photograph"

08048: "fable inspired by my visit to a little pond with a bird watch tower also 

visited by many kids and later inspired perhaps by my sexual appetite growing much 

with the spring and sweet myrthe but then also getting allot of elements from new 

york and the ride i should to take to coney island where i finally locate all the 

fishes who transform into donkeys like in a pinocchio story"

16064: "a quite beautiful month at least from the beginning in the netherlands 

going with myrthe to a wedding in the breda countryside and finding an amazing 

blue sky also the day after and also finding an excellent  weather in sweden



spending a day with august before he left for turkey and still enjoying the 

weather running in my little park but then experiencing a sudden cold and bad 

weather which took some time to get better and finally got warm again when myrthe 

came over and later i biked in the heat to the department summer retreat even 

sweating"

18060: "not so much wind wind to begin with in the netherlands but then going 

back to sweden and experiencing some wind to then not really experiencing much 

also due to the fact that i spent much time inside preparing my virtual world till 

at last myrthe came over and we did experience some wind visiting an island in the 

south and the nice little city of trosa but then don't experiencing too much wind 

till at last i went back to the island with august and jacek and also later biking 

a long way to the summer retreat by the sea"

12085: "a month characterized  by several shootings  in both europe and north 

america but also still allot of dead people in ukraine with the army going hard on 

the separatists and several bombs exploring even in thailand with a few deadly 

natural calamities like flooding in the middle east"

13087: "filming of public spaces started in utrecht with the spring starting to 

really and shine and allowing me to spend quite some time outside fascinated with 

the many different historical sites of the city of utrecht but also shortly going 

to malmö and documenting some of the modern and cold places there to then move 

back to stockholm and filming there with the nice weather going around with little 

august during the many spring holidays when we also camped out and also shortly 

back in italy exploring the hills where i was painting in my young years and 

falling in love with them and the mountain landscape in the background"

13088: "exploring beautiful stockholm in nice spring days walking with myrthe and 

filming all the beautiful sites now that the city has completely woke up from the 

gray winter and also going to the city of alingsås and exploring a bit there and 

filming the cute outskirts to then be back in the netherlands going every day to 

amsterdam and filming allot through my walks there to a conference site and also 

later filming in utrrecht and particularly in breda the beautiful landscape with a 

fantastic weather"

05063: "quite a lot of walking starting with my going around in utrecht also 

helping myrthe to go shopping beers and flowers for her birthday but also in the 

nice countryside of breda taking a walk out of a wedding and quite allot of 

walking otherwise in stockholm and södertälje during myrthe's visit walking to a 

museum in the north of the city and also walking in a nice small island and 

village in the south but also walking with august and exploring once again the 

farm village on top of södertälje and around the lake to the botanic garden till 

at last biking a long way to a conference and loosing my drawing with the map"


